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The Potomac Falls High School
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Disney’s

THE LITTLE MERMAID
Music by

Lyrics by

Book by

Alan Menken Howard Ashman & Glen Slater Doug Write
Based on Hans Christian Anderson story and the Disney film produced
by Howard Ashman & John Musker and written & directed by John
Musker & Ron Clements
Originally Produced by

Disney Theatrical Productions
Directed by

Corinne Fox
Student Director

Stage Manager

Assistant Director

Saba Banaii

Alyssa Raye

Kristin Bird

Music Direction

Vocal Direction

Mahdi Lotfi

Fawn Phillips

Set Design & Construction

Ben Rossi

Choreography

Corinne Fox | Kelly Gray

Orchestrations by Danny Troob
Incidental Music & Vocal Arrangements by Michael Kosarin
Dance Arrangements by David Chase
Disney’s The Little Mermaid is presented through special arrangement with
Music Theatre International (MTI). All authorized performance materials are
also supplied by MTI. www.mtishows.com

~ Cast ~
Ariel .........................................................................................................Cala Tenhaeff
Prince Eric............................................................................................. John Aslanes
Grimsby ............................................................................................. Brandon Berger
Flounder .................................................................................................... Avery Ebert
Scuttle ....................................................................................Annie Rose Greenman
King Triton .............................................................................................. Dylan Lampe
Sebastian ............................................................Henry Gregory | Owen Cook (4/1)
Flotsam ..................................................................................................Natalie Brown
Jetsam.................................................................................................Eliana Safarian
Ursula ............................................................................................................. Mia Ebert
Chef Louis ..............................................................................................Daniel Prothe
Aquata/Gull ................................................................................. Lauren Ignazzitto*
Andrina/Gull ..........................................................................................Miriam Aslam
Arista/Gull ...........................................................................................CC Chemezova
Atina/Gull ......................................................................................... Esi Esi-Quansah
Adella/Gull .............................................................................................Vivian Wilkins
Allana/Gull .............................................................................................. Nicole Jorge
Pilot/Sea Creature ................................................................................Austin Taylor
Windward/Sea Creature............................................................ Kylie Lewandowski
Leeward/Sea Creature ...........................................................................Claire Weiss

~ Ensemble ~
Kara Adamson
Nicole Babb*
Kellen Berger
Sophia Castillo
Edmund Chong
Owen Cook
Joseph Ernest
Charles Fisher
Nadia Freidson
Katie Gross
Samiha Hamzayeva
Ahmari Jackson-DuBois

Jeremy LaFrancois
Raymond Lee
Avery Medina*
Melissa Nolasco
Lauren Prattis
Mason Saunders
Ben Shumaker
Isabelle Sullivan
Sebastian Trujillo
Landon Ulrich
Karis Yang

~ Cast (understudies) ~
Ariel U/S ....................................................................................................Nicole Babb
Eric U/S ................................................................................................ Charles Fisher
Sebastian U/S ...........................................................................................Owen Cook
Ursula U/S .............................................................................................Natalie Brown

* Dance Captain

~ Crew ~
Student Director ......................................................................................Saba Banaii
Stage Manager ........................................................................................ Alyssa Raye
Asst. Stage Manager / Run Crew Chief .............................................Liliana Rossi
Publicity ............................................................................................. Joelle Fontaine
Props ........................................................................................................ Em Goldman
Costumes ........................................................................................... Martina Peralta
Sound........................................................................................................ Tejas Sojitra
Lighting .............................................................................................Aimee Wakefield
Paint Head .....................................................................................................Nova Zak

~ Orchestra ~
Samuel Campbell
Jake Dinh
Justin Gimon
Joanna Hamburg
Ryan Kidwell
Maggie Lum
Ryan Nisay

Hannah Ryan
Ciara Schmidt
Matthew Si
Trisha Thatai
Caleb Thomas
Jacob Zerega

~ Who’s Who in the Cast~
Kara Adamson

Ensemble

Kara is excited to be in The Little Mermaid this year. Kara in the
past has been in the productions of Lion King jr, Beauty and the
Beast and more. She is so excited to be able to get back into
theater after last year’s chaos. Kara is also excited to have her
friends and family be able to see her on stage and hopes they
enjoy the show!

Miriam Aslam

Andrina; Seagull

As a junior at Potomac Falls High School, Miriam is excited to
be apart of the Little Mermaid as Andrina! Some of her previous
roles include Gabriella Montez in High School Musical and
Crystal in little shop of horrors. Miriam would like to thank Mrs.
Fox and the cast and crew for all of their hard work in putting
together this production. Enjoy!

John Aslanes

Prince Eric

John Aslanes is a senior and is playing the role of Grimby’s
surrogate son. In his spare time when John isn’t wrangling
freshman for Thespian Society, he manages to hangout/annoy
his friends. John would also like to apologize for all the times
he’s been 5 minutes late, and promises in the future to set
his alarm earlier than 10 minutes before a rehearsal. Now, he
hopes you enjoy the show.

Nicole Babb

Ensemble; Ariel u/s

Nicole Babb is in 9th and is so excited to be in her first show
at Potomac Falls. Nicole has been in productions such as Willy
Wonka, Beauty and the Beast, Shrek, 146 Point Flame, and
Fame. Nicole would like to thank the cast and crew, as well as
Ms. Fox, Ms. Phillips, Ms. Bird, and Ms. Gray for all their hard
work making this a wonderful experience and something she
will never forget.

Brandon Berger

Grimsby

Brandon is a senior and is pleased to present his stellar performance as Prince Eric’s surrogate father! Fans and critics
alike will recall him in Clue as a corpse, or in any one of the
many band performances as a virtuosic trumpet player. He has
several hobbies, but his favorite pastime is doing his physics
homework. Brandon would like to thank friends and family for
keeping him sane during his many forays.

~ Who’s Who in the Cast~

Kellen Berger

Ensemble

Kellen is a freshman. We’re delighted to have him in the show.

Natalie Brown

Jetsam; Ursula u/s

Natalie’s love for theater started at five years old, watching
musicals from the front row of local theater companies. Since
then she has performed in 12 productions. Her favorite roles
have been Miss Trunchbull in Matilda and The Witch in Into the
Woods. Natalie is proud to be part of this amazing production
and cast!

Sophia Castillo

Ensemble

Sophia Castillo is a junior who enjoys the arts. She is incredibly
grateful for the opportunity to be in this musical and hopes
everyone will love it as much as she does.

CC Chemezova

Arista; Seagull

CC is a senior that’s extremely excited to not be playing an
animal or small child for once… for the first half of the show
anyways. It has been a fun challenge to learn how to tap dance
for the seagull part, and she would like to extend an apology to
her mom for getting in the way while practicing in the kitchen.
Enjoy the show!

Edmund Chong

Ensemble

Hi! I’m Ed Chong! I’m excited to be in the little mermaid this
year. So far in my theatre career, I’ve been in the Lion King
musical and, more recently, Clue, the play. Many thanks to my
friends for inspiring me and keeping me sane and my family for
supporting me :)

~ Who’s Who in the Cast~

Owen Cook

Ensemble; Sebastian u/s

Hi Mom

Avery Ebert

Flounder

I am so grateful that I have the opportunity to play Flounder
in the musical this year! I love singing and acting, and have
been working so hard to to improve in theatre. Thank you to
my friends and family who have supported me and helped me
grow throughout this process!

Mia Ebert

Ursula

As a senior at Potomac Falls High School, Mia is thrilled to
participate in the Little Mermaid by playing Ursula. Previously,
some of her favorite roles have been Ms. Scarlett in Clue and
Adelaide in Guys and Dolls. Mia hopes her love for the arts can
be seen through her onstage performance and hopes you
enjoy the show.

Joseph Ernest

Ensemble

Joseph is a sophomore. We’re delighted to have him in the
show.

Esi Esi-Quansah

Atina; Seagull

Esi is a sophomore who enjoys singing and acting. While
somehow not failing classes, Esi has had a lot of fun being a
part of this production. She’d like to give thanks to Ms. Bird, Ms.
Phillips, and Ms. Fox, tech and everyone else who helped make
this production possible. Enjoy the show!

~ Who’s Who in the Cast~
Charles Fisher

Ensemble; Eric u/s

Charles Fisher was born at a young age. Ever since he was
casted, he has had a time being in the musical. He enjoys such
lucrative activities as eating, breathing, and singing.

Nadia Freidson

Ensemble

Nadia is a sophomore who loves theater. She has been in many
productions such as Clue, Beauty and the Beast and more. She
is grateful for her friends, Mrs. Fox, Mrs. Bird, and her family.
Look out for the maid and the sea creature in the shinny dress!

Annie Rose Greenman

Scuttle

Annie Rose is a senior at Potomac Falls. She has been in every
production (except for Fools her freshman year because she
botched her audition). She put a lot of work into this role and
even learned how to tap dance! She’s a tapper. She’s really
ADvanced. She would like to thank her friends, family, director,
cast, and crew for their support and dedication to the show. Enjoy!

Henry Gregory

Sebastian

Henry is very excited to be a part of Little Mermaid as Sebastian
because he gets to crab walk and wear a dope hat. Henry is
certain that he’s gonna kill it because he’s really good at being
sebastian. I mean foreal.

Katie Gross

Ensemble

Katie is a freshman and is very excited to be playing a Mermaid/
Sea Creature. She has been doing theater for three years and
especially enjoyed playing the Big Bad Wolf in Shrek. They would
to thank the cast, crew and directors!

~ Who’s Who in the Cast~
Samiha Hamzayeva

Ensemble

Samiha Hamzayeva is a sophomore at PFHS and this will be
her fifth year doing theatre. She’s honored to be playing a Sea
Creature and Princess this year in The Little Mermaid, and is
incredibly thankful for the theatre department and all her family
and friends that are a part of her world.

Lauren Ignazzitto

Aquata & Seagull

Lauren Ignazzitto is a sophomore and excited to be performing
as Aquata and a gull in The Little Mermaid. Her favorite past
roles include Belle in Beauty and the Beast and Vincenza in 146
Point Flame. Other productions she has performed in include
High School Musical, Clue and many more. Lauren is excited
for this fun and high-energy musical and hopes you enjoy the
show!

Amari Jackson-Dubois

Ensemble

Ahmari is a freshman and is ecstatic to be a Jr chef. She has
been doing Theater for a few years. In her spare time she does
sports like cheer and gymnastics. She would like to thanks the
cast and crew for putting on such an amazing show.

Nicole Jorge

Allana; Seagull

Nico is a sophomore who adores spending time with her
friends and family and volunteers during her free time. She
would like to thank everyone who came to the show and give a
big thanks to Mrs. Fox, Ms. Phillips, Mrs. Bird, and the cast and
crew for their hard work and devotion. Last but never least she
would like to thank her family for supporting her in everything.
Te amo!

Jeremy LaFrancois
Jeremy is a pretty cool guy who has a cat.

Ensemble

~ Who’s Who in the Cast~
Dylan Lampe

King Triton

Dylan Kean Lampe, second of his name, is ECSTATIC to be a
part of The Little Mermaid. He has worked LONG and ARDUOUS
to perfect his role as King Triton that he is elated to be able to
perform. He would like to dedicate his performance to his late
friend,John Aslanes, god rest his soul. Enjoy the show!

Raymond Jonathan Lee

Ensemble

A Sophmore that somehow hasn’t resorted to caffeine yet,
Raymond is an eternally exhausted and sluggish dance captain
who’s trying to remember what happened last rehearsal and
wondering if the dance that he just recalled is even part of the
musical. Despite all this, he’ll give it his all at every cost!

Kylie Lewandowski

Windward

Greetings land-dwellers! My name is Kylie Lewandowski and I
am a sophomore at Potomac Falls High School. This is my third
show at Potomac Falls and first musical here. Thanks for all
your support! Let’s take a dive and enjoy the show!

Avery Medina

Ensemble

I’m having a fantastic time in my second production as a freshman here at Potomac Falls. I’m also a featured dancer, so you
can spot me throughout the performance. I’ve been competitively dancing for 7 years and am currently preparing for my
next competition. A HUGE thank you to everyone I’m working
with, especially Ms.Phillips and Ms.Fox. Now sit back and enjoy,
but hold your breath, we’re diving Under Da Sea!

Melissa Nolasco

Ensemble

Melissa is a senior. We’re delighted to have her in the show.

~ Who’s Who in the Cast~
Lauren Prattis

Ensemble

Lauren Prattis is a senior, and she is thrilled to be involved in
this year’s production of The Little Mermaid as the role of a
Sea Creature and a Maid. Lauren would like to thank Mrs. Fox
and Mrs. Bird for all of their hard work towards putting on this
production. Lauren does not know where she will be attending
college next year, but she plans on studying political science
and media communications.

Daniel Prothe

Chef Louis

Daniel is very excited to be be in the The Little Mermaid! Daniel
is a junior and has been in many shows before but this is his
first at PFHS and hopes to do this as his future career! He
would like to thank all his cast members and crew for all their
support and help. He would like a special thanks to his family
for their support! Daniel hopes you enjoy the show! H.G.A.

Eliana Safarian

Flotsam

This might come as a great shock, but I am not actually a slimy
eel. I was thrilled to get to be one at least three days a week,
though, alongside my good friends from the BBO. May our
friendship bring more laughs, luck, and of course lumberjacks.
Oh, and my parents too, I guess. And Mrs. Fox and Mrs. Bird.
Thank you for your endless support!

Mason Saunders

Ensemble

Ever since I first stepped on stage, it’s been my dream to be an
Ensemble. This is the closest I could get to being a real Ensemble, and I’m thankful for Mrs Fox and the whole theater crew for
making this opportunity a reality. Also a shout out to the BBO,
keep on rocking!

Ben Shumaker

Ensemble

Ever since I first stepped on stage, it’s been my dream to be a
starfish. This is the closest I could get to being a real starfish,
and I’m thankful for Mrs Fox and the whole theater crew for
making this opportunity a reality. Also a shout out to the BBO,
keep on rocking!

~ Who’s Who in the Cast~
Isabelle Sullivan

Ensemble

Isabelle is a sophomore. We’re delighted to have her in the
show.

Austin Taylor

Ensemble; Pilot u/s

Austin Taylor is a junior and is an ensemble member in The
Little Mermaid. His previous roles in Potomac Falls productions
were ensemble roles in Diary of Anne Frank, Elf That Came To
Christmas, High School Musical, and Clue. Austin would like to
thank the amazing duo of Ms.Fox and Ms.Bird for giving him
this amazing opportunity. He hopes you enjoy the show!!

Cala Tenhaeff

Ariel

Cala Tenhaeff is a senior at PFHS, and she is so excited to be
playing Ariel in The Little Mermaid. Her favorite previous roles
include Sharpay in High School Musical and Ms. Teavee in Willy
Wonka. She would like to thank Ms. Fox and her family for their
continuous support over the past 4 years. She hopes you enjoy
the show!!

Sebastian Trujillo Benavidez

Ensemble

Sebastian is a sophomore. We’re delighted to have him in the
show.

Landon Ulrich

Ensemble

Landon Ulrich is a freshman and excited as this is his first
musical as a high school student. He has done shows before
and middle school and has been a part of theater for 2 years
now. He has done shows like “Beauty and the Beast” and “146
Point Flame.”

~ Who’s Who in the Cast~
Claire Weiss

Leeward

Claire Weiss, a junior, is performing in her sixth Panther
Production. Past shows at PFHS include The Elf who Came for
Christmas, High School Musical, and Clue. Favorite past shows
include Mary Poppins (Mary Poppins) and The Reluctant
Dragon (Dragon). She would like to thank the cast, Mrs. Fox,
Mrs. Bird, her family, her teachers, and her friends.

Vivian Wilkins

Adella; Seagull

Vivian has been performing since she was two, starting with
baby ballet, then progressing to large productions with local
theatre companies. This is her fifth show and her first with
Potomac Falls. Outside of performing onstage, Vivian enjoys
being aesthetic and analyzing film and music, her favorite
genres being Coming of Age and Alternative styles.

~ Who’s Who in the Crew~
Saba Banaii

Student Director

Saba is a junior who has been so excited to work with such a
talented cast and crew as the student director! Outside of tech,
she loves art, reading, spending time with family and friends,
and rewatching her comfort shows. She wants to thank coffee
for being with her through all the morning rehearsals. She can’t
wait to see everyone’s hard work come alive on stage!

Joelle Fontaine

Publicity

Joelle has always done run crew for the panther productions
when she could, but this year started to bring in her hobby of
photography into the mix as well. She’s excited to be doing
publicity stuff in theater for the second time now, and has even
started looking into a possible future with media production.

Em Goldman

Props

Hi :)

Martina Peralta

Costumes

Martina can’t come to the phone right now. She’s obtaining the
dub at winterguard championships.

Alyssa Raye

Stage Manager

Alyssa Raye is a senior who is grateful to be participating as the
stage manager for this show, but will be pretty relieved when
she can sleep in and eat breakfast on a regular basis again.

~ Who’s Who in the Crew~
Liliana Rossi

Asst. Stage Manager

Liliana is happy to report that those who called her bossy
growing up were correct and she has put that skill to good
use backstage. She would like to thank a myriad of friends and
family for keeping her sane during the rehearsal period. Enjoy
the show!

Tejas Sojitra

Sound

I make sure people can hear every single detail of a show/
musical, including the cast, music and sound effects that make
the production infinitely more enjoyable and immersive. More
about me, I am a Senior at Potomac Falls High School and a
future student at George Mason University. My major is Marketing and my minor will be in Film Production. Something in my
future involves becoming a filmmaker and making something
(hopefully) to change cinema.

Aimee Wakefield

Lighting

Aimee is a Junior and is excited to be part of this production!
She has done both Theater and Technical Theater for the past
3 and a half years. She has helped out in shows such as “The
Diary of Anne Frank”, “The One Act Festival”, “High School
Musical”, and “Clue”.

Nova Zak

Paint Head

Nova Zak is really happy that they got to be paint head for Little
Mermaid. They are a freshman, and their favorite classes are
Art and Tech Theatre. Outside of theater they enjoy crocheting,
painting, and drawing.

~ Ads ~

~ Ads ~

~ Ads ~

~ Ads ~

~ Director’s Note ~
Welcome to The Little Mermaid! It’s been over two years since we’ve
been able to stage a full musical without limitations and restrictions,
and we’re so excited to be back! There are over 80 students involved in
this production between the cast, crew, and pit orchestra, and that’s not
including the dozens of students who helped every Tuesday after school
with tech. It’s been such a joy getting to meet so many new students and
to see them grow throughout the rehearsal process. There’s a special magic
that only occurs when you are apart of such a spectacular company of
artists, and it’s so wonderful to have that magic fill the theater of Potomac
Falls Once again. Enjoy the show!

~ Special Thanks ~
Nikki Cabaniss

Tim Wilmot

Charma Chemezova

Potomac Falls Drama Boosters

Emilie Fletcher

Dr. Wolfe & the PFHS
Administration Team

Marilyn Gilligan
Sean Parker
Rodrigo Pool
Rossi Family
Paul Simonton

Fine & Performing
Arts Department
Art Club
Day & Night Digital
Graphics Solutions

~ Members/Sponsors ~
Jill & James Lewandowski

Angie & Frank Ignazzitto

Dr Rana Barakat

John & Kristin Aslanes

Amy & Ben Rossi

Auto Stop Elite

StageCoach Theatre Company

Sterling Playmakers

Deb & Tom Shumaker

The Taylor Family

William & Tisha Downes/Urbano
Modern Italian

Brian & Eryn Lampe

Michelle Cantrell

Fran & Aamer Aslam
Michael DeWan

~ Cast/Crew Well Wishes ~
Nadia Freidson, you are a beautiful person inside and out. Always so very proud of
you. Love you, Grandma
Nadia Freidson, we love to see you on stage!! Lots of love! Mama, Daddy, Isabelle and
Elise
So proud of you Nadia Freidson! Enjoy every moment! XXOO Mimi
Miriam - Break a leg!! I know you’ll do great! I love you. Totsie
Break a leg Miriam!! We are always so proud of you! Mom, Dad, Camren and Cody
Landon, We are so proud of your commitment to this musical. Break a leg! We love
you, Mom, Donin, Pawpaw, Coco, HB & the kids
Jeremy, We are so excited to see you in the musical! We are so proud of your hard
work and dedication. Break a leg! Love, Mom, Dad, and Grace
Congratulations and Break a Leg to the Cast and Crew of “The Little Mermaid” from
StageCoach Theatre!
We are so excited to see our favorite mermaid swim, sing and dance. We love you,
Cala--roo!!
So proud of you Ben! You’ve worked hard so have fun! Mom, Dad, Jack, and Sam
To Cala--We love to see you whether you are a corpse or a superstar! We are your
biggest fans. xxxooo Mema and Grandpa
Dylan - Watching you perform the last 4 years has been so much fun! We are so
proud of you. Love, Mom, Dad, & Jake
Way to go John! We are so proud of you! Break a leg and enjoy your last high school
musical! Love Mom and Dad!
Best wishes to the cast and crew! Good luck Hannah Ryan! We’re so proud of you!
Life is the Bubbles! Love Mom and Dad
Let there be light! We are so proud of you Aimee. Love- Mom & Dad
Congrats on great work as head of lighting; we are grateful for your passion. — Your
Papa R and Nana N
Cala-roo! You have been a joy to watch shine on stage throughout your school
career. God bless you and all that awaits you in the coming years. We love you! Mom,
Dad, Emmett, & Zeke xoxo
Break a leg cast and crew from Sterling Playmakers!
Congratulations, Owen! We are incredibly proud of you! “ The human world, it’s a
mess,” but you make it a better place. We love you, Mom and Dad
Aimee Wakefield, you have always been a LIGHT in my life. So proud of you. Love
Grandma Alon
Break a leg Lauren! We are so proud of your dedication! Love, Mom & Dad
Trish, we love you and so proud of you! Can’t wait to see you rock and shine! Amma,
appa, Tanvi
Nicole Jorge!!!!! My favorite mer-seagull! From secretly whisper singing in my ear
during elementary school to tap dancing AND singing at the same time in front of
actual people!!!!! You aren’t just my best friend but an inspiration to me and everyone
around! I love you the most amount and am so, so, so excited to watch you perform!
Break a fin! Sophie <3 <3 <3

